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Developed in Japan in 1984 for Sapporo Breweries, Ltd., Sorachi Ace is a cross between 
Brewer’s Gold, Saaz and Beikei No. 2 male. It remains a popular variety among craft 
brewers for its unique citrus fruit, herbal and dill aromas.
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Sorachi Ace is an enigmatic cultivar and a significant force in many novel beers in global craft production over the past decade. Developed 
in 1984 by Sapporo Breweries Ltd., Sorachi Ace bears a genetic lineage including Saaz, Brewer’s Gold, and Beikei No. 2. This unique heritage 
makes it an interesting hop to grow in the United States. Double R Hop Ranches, owned by Yakima Chief Hops grower-owner Kevin Riel, has 
grown Sorachi Ace since 2012. 

“It’s probably been one of the more challenging varieties that I’ve ever grown, but we have learned many lessons along the way, and feel like we 
understand it much better than we did several years ago,” says Riel. Some of the finesse involved in growing Sorachi Ace surrounds hitting the 
perfect pick window relative to other varieties. “We usually pick Sorachi Ace right after we pick Citra®,” says Riel. “Now that we have Mosaic®, 
it can be picked either before, or right after Mosaic®.  We carefully monitor the aroma of this variety and pick mostly based on aroma.”

Pick windows are a carefully curated part of each grower’s harvest season, and a successful harvest cycle requires meticulous planning to 
make sure each variety is picked within its ideal window for aroma, flavor, and yield. Hitting that perfect window has its rewards, as Riel states, 
“We enjoy having Sorachi Ace in our kilns during the first day we pick it, as we often have half of our kilns filled with Citra®, and the other half 
with Sorachi Ace.  One end smells very citrusy, while the Sorachi side smells of coconuts and pina coladas!” Asked about a dill-like aroma note 
that is sometimes present in the variety, he states “We try to minimize that as much as possible with our picking window.”

Brewers using Sorachi Ace can expect unique aromas and a pellet high in total oil content. “Your hands quickly become black from hop oil 
when handling cones during harvest!” says Riel. Aside from its unique and powerful capability as an aroma hop, high alpha acid levels and low 
cohumulone content also make Sorachi Ace a compelling bittering variety. When combined with the large total oil content, Sorachi Ace has a 
high potential capability as a defoaming early kettle hop. 

From one of the finest hop growing families in the Yakima Valley: Sorachi Ace!

EAST MEETS PACIFIC NORTHWEST:

SORACHI ACE
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